A corrigendum on
Dissecting genetic effects with imprinting by Álvarez-Castro, J. M. (2014) . Front. Ecol. Evol. 2:51. doi: 10.3389/fevo.2014.00051 Corrigendum:
In the article of the Frontiers Research Topic Issue on Models and Estimation of Genetic Effects "Dissecting genetic effects with imprinting," by Álvarez-Castro (2014), the citation of the work in press by Álvarez-Castro and Le Rouzic is no longer correct since its publication has in the end been postponed to 2015 (Álvarez-Castro and Le Rouzic, 2015). The same holds for the citation of that reference in press in the article "Estimating directional epistasis," by Le Rouzic (2014), also within the Frontiers Research Topic Issue on Models and Estimation of Genetic Effects.
